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PR KADECO: GOOD INSECT SCREEN SOLUTIONS JUST GOT EVEN BETTER  
 
Right on time for spring, KADECO is expanding its range of insect screens to include 

additional convenient solutions where function and design are equally impressive.  

 

BARRIER-FREE SLIDING SYSTEMS WITH SOFT CLOSE FUNCTION 

The sky’s the limit - which is why KADECO has made another little improvement to the new 

sliding systems - now they are barrier free at the bottom. Three more models are being 

added to the product category. The single leaf ISA18, the double leaf ISA23 and the 

ISA28, which consists of two systems running one in front of the other, all comprise the 

proven leaf profiles. What is new is the runner profile at the top where they are suspended 

in a running channel. A guide rail is therefore no longer needed on the floor. As well as 

the major advantage of accessibility, this also means a lot less dirt accumulates so they run 

more smoothly and effortlessly.  

 

Another fantastic feature is the new soft close function, which we are all familiar with and 

have long learnt to appreciate from other areas. With the soft close function, the sliding 

system closes securely and quietly by travelling along the final few centimetres to the 

anchor point by itself and stopping there. Any annoying slamming or rebounding of the 

door when it is pushed too hard will finally be a thing of the past. The soft close function is 

therefore an additional sales argument in favour of high quality insect screens with even 

greater convenience and better value. 

 

PLEATED SCREENS FOR WINDOWS WITH MOUNTING FRAMES 

Making good things better - by developing and enhancing them. Sometimes it is just the 

tiny details that make a huge difference.  This is the case with the two new IPF05 and IPF06 

models, the familiar pleated screens for windows, now enhanced with a three or four-

sided mounting frame. Such pleated screens are most often used on rooflights and are 

usually mounted on the wall rather than inside the recess to ensure the rooflight can be 



 

operated without restriction. The new mounting frame simplifies installation, providing a 

cohesive and therefore visually perfect solution. 

 

FLUSH-MOUNTED DOG AND CAT FLAPS 

Another innovation in the field of insect screens is the next generation of dog and cat 

flaps. In contrast to the previous plastic flaps, these are now made from aluminium profiles 

which brings various benefits. The aluminium profiles are the same profiles as those used 

for the swing and rotating screens, thus allowing flush-mounted fitting. This means the use 

of pet flaps will also be possible for any sliding system (ISA models) in future. The flush-

mounted integration is not the only reason for the better appearance though. Thanks to 

the greater stability of the new pet flaps, the central bar on the swing and rotating screens 

can be left out because it is no longer needed for stabilisation. A bar will still be used on 

the ISA models to divide up the mesh. The new cat and dog flaps are available in two 

sizes, each in all four standard colours or any special colour on request and will exactly 

match the profile colour of the frames as they are the same material and finish. 

 


